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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

College High
To Be On M

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 27, 1961
a
Pyrolo
ram

MURRAY POPULATION 10 100

Wendell Butler
Speaker At
Calloway High

The Commencement program of
Murray College High will be held
on Tuesday May 30. It was incorrectly reported that the program
would be on May 31.
Murray State C.,Ilege has a
commencement program on Monday in the college auditorium. with
College High using the same auditorium on Tuesday, followed on
Wednesday by Calloway County
High School.
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Riders Fined, To
Remain In Jail

FREDERICKSBURG, Va. (UN) — 'but returned to the rural farm in
scuers working in 40 degree time to see his son rescued The
mperatures at the edge of a Ci- youth wore a broad grin as he
vil War battlefield early today was placed on a stretcher and
Calloway County High School's
reed a young father of two trap- taken to Mary Washington Hosfirst commencement address will
d since Friday afternoon in a pital in Fredericksburg for obBy AL KUETTNER
walnut paneled courtroom, which
be delivered by Wendell P. But45-foot well.
servation.
United Press International
-. "Mb.
seats only 122 persons. The muler,
State
Superintende
nt
of
Public
Ralph Burgess, 19, was finally
His wife broke through a cordJACKSON. Miss. !UM -- Twenty- nicipal jurist said in a statement
, Instruction, on Wednesday, May
auled safely to ground eve a on of well-wishers and rescuers
seven convicted "freedom riders" it appeared the 27 riders came
'
31,
eight
o'clock,
at
the
College
7:15 a. m. (EDT) and gasped -boy," and shouted: "I hope to God he's
sat in a downtown jail today, re- here "to take the law into their
Auditorium.
as he saw daylight for the first all right." The she managed to
fusing to pay fines imposed for, own hands and to engage in open
Superintende
nt Butler has a breaking Mississippi
time snce 2:30 p. m. Friday.
squeeze into the ambulance which
segregation defiance of the laws of Mississippi."
baccalaureate degree from WestThe youth was trapped in the was taking her husband away.
laws A new wave of protest rides
The defense had asked for a
ern
State
College and a Master's was expected
All, located on the rural farm of
swoop
Dr. Lloyd Morris. who had been
.
to sweep the south directed verdict of acquital, sayDegree from the University of
By BRUCE MILLER
Ey r tt Henderson 10 miles east at the scene since the pre-dawn
during the week-end.
ing the arrests were made solely
United Press International
Kentucky, and has completed
of this historic community, while hours. said Burgess' condition apThe 25 Negroes and two white because of racial issue involved.
"'" DALLAS, Tex. UPt -- Texas
most resident work for a doctorate men
cleaning it to earn extra money to peared to be good.
Frday were given 60-day The motion was denied.
-at the University of Kentucky.
support his family.
The youth was trapped about 20 went to the polls today to pick a
suspended jail sentences and fined
Young then contended MississipFre is a native of Metcalfe
His 17-year-old wife. Linda, and feet from the surface for a total man to replace Vice President
$200 each by City Judge James L. pi's 1960 statute outlawing breach
'
County, where he attended ele- Spencer
• ath his parents, Mr. and Mrs. of 16 hours and 15 minutes. The Lyndon B. Johnson in the U. S.
on breach of peace charg- of the peace in public places was
mentary and high school His edu- es growing
Robert L Burgess, stood huddled commercial well - digging firm Senate and • for the first time
out of their arrest in
(Continued on Page 2)
'
since
cational
Reconstructio
n
the
experience
RepubliArmy
began
sunk
blankets as rescue crews
in
a parallel well 30 feet deep
in a Wednesday's "freedom rides" into
.
one-rbom school, where he pro- the Mississippi
N1011111
worked gingerly in the glare of in the record time of 53 minutes can party had a fighting chance
capital.
to win.
gressed to the position of County
floodlights to free Burgess.
in order to get to him.
Negro attorney Jack Young said
It
was
a
race
Superintende
between
a
nt
multiooThe father earlier had been told
in Metcalfe after the two-hour court session
His wife later spent about an
•
County. He was elected State the riders agreed
• rest at a nearby farmhause. hour with him in his hospital millionaire financier and a colto stay in jail
.
lege
professor.
Superintende
Both
are conservant of Public Instruc- "as a means of calling attention
room. "He told me everything was
tive.
tion
in 1951 and served in this to others the conditions in
fine." she said. "The only thing
MisThe candidates are interim Sen.
office from 1952 through 1958. sissippi."
he said he wanted was to take a
William
A. Cowboy Bill Blakley,
After an interim of four years,
hot bath,"
But Young indicated the group
Mr. Butler
Although apparently uninjured, d2, a Democrat, and Republican
would soon be freed on appealO
WII
the office of Superintendent of bonds. For each day in jail. $3
he was to remain at the hospital John Tower, 35, who resigned as
Public
overnight for a thorough checkup. professor of government at MidInstruction
in
1959.
He
is
deducted
is
from the $200 fine.
MISS MARCIA CHUMBLER
the only man in the history of the The riders thus could remain conBurgess had been sent into the western University, Wichita Falls,
DETROIT •IPT — Gordon Watoffice of Superintendent of Public fined for 67 days. After five days son was
well, 45 feet in depth but only to run.
Mountain Laurel Festival Queen
scheduled to take the
Both candidates closed out their
Instruction under the present con- in jail. they could be removed to stand in his own
36 inches wide, because his 54",
defense today
stitution to have been elected the Hinds County prison farm for as the Lassiter
165-pound frame was just small campaigns Friday night with statemurder trial contwice.
enough to make the job somewhat wide television programs. Both
work on a road gang.
cludes its sixth week.
said they were confident of vicMr. Butler was State Senator
Negro leaders in
Nashville.
Watson is accused of plotting
Seven College High seniors will comfortable.
tory.
from
Henderson said Burgess had
the district comprised of Tenn.. and
Atlanta indicated, the murder of auto dealer Parvin
be graduated with honors at the
After
their
television
appearAdair, Metcalfe. and Hart Counties meanwhile, that -freedom rides" Bill Lassiter, who was
tommencement exercises at the been scooping dirt into a large ances the
slain in
candidates went to their
from 1948 to 1952. In that year, he could be expected during the April, 1959 Three Tennessee
College Auditorium, on May 30, bucket when he suddenly shouted homes—Blake
men
ley
in
Dallas and
initiated the movement and pro- weekend. At least one was aimed pleaded guilty to the actual shootaccording to Wilson Gantt, Col- up the shaft that " a piece of pipe Tower at Wichita
Falls — to vote
fell on me." The well is reinforced
vided the major leadership which at this city. center of hard-core ing and are serving life terms
lege High director.
for
this morning and sweat out elecwith concrete and metal tubing
resulted in the enactment of the segregation in Mississippi.
second-degree murder
The young father, whose son, tion returns.
At the top of the list is Charles
Charges "Open Defiance
Murray and Callowtay County Foundation Program for EducaThe
last of the 51 prosecution
The election is a runoff of a
Robertson, son of •Mr. add VW Ralph Sr..-16 only four welbks oltf,
*MINA r
tsirtents are urged to bring theft how by the 1954 legislature.
n his deci.- witnamet—tm called to the stand
Charles S. Robertson, 1711 Main tried to pull himself to the top of special election held April 4 to
Professional organizations in sion after a brief recess in the Friday. leit two will be recalled
own chair and enjoy a Sunday
the shaft with a rope which had determine who will serve the rePINEVILLE. Ky. inn —A Mur- afternoon of music by the Murray which Mr, Butler holds member"Feet
.
to the Detroit courtroom Monday
been tied to his waist. At this maining 5102-years of Johnson's ray State College coed from May- State College Band tomorrow'.
for further questioning by WatThe ship are: Kentucky Education AsTwo girls, Shirley Crutcher and point, the casing gave
way and term in the Senate. Polls open at field, Ky., Marcia Gail Chumbler, outdoor concert will be held on the sociation, National Education Asson's attorney. Albert Summer.
Patse Bailey are on the honors halted his progress
30 feet from 9 a. m. (DT) and close at 9 p. m. reigned today over festivities at lawn of the Fine Arts Building at sociation, Kentucky and National
Watson has pleaded innocent to
list, as are six other boys— Jerry ground level.
Voters cast a total of 1.058,000 the annual Kentucky
Association
of School AdministraMountain the college.
the charge that he and Mrs. Nelle
Hendon, Hamp Brooks. Charles
The sand and gravel, mixed votes for 71 candidates in the Laurel Festival.
tors,
tors.
and Phi Delta Kappa,- He is
Lassiter plotted the slaying and
The outdoor concerts have beEldridge. and Robert McDaniel. with chunks of concrete,
Miss Chumbler. whose father, come traditional and. will continue
member of the Masonic Lodge
pinned April 4 election, and election offihired the three Tennesseeans to
cials
said
it
may
run
around
him
that
from
his
William W. Chumbler is principal throughout the summer months.
waist down and his
and the Methodist church.
do the job. The three, Richard
Shirley. daughter of Mr. and
figure
today.
Democrats
hope
so.
right
leg
became
entangled in the
of Lowes High School in Graves
Diplomas will be awarded to
Jones. Roy Buck Hicks and Charles
Mrs. W H. Crutcher, of the counThe band, under the direction
Both candidates have indicated County. was chosen
from a field of Professor Paul Shahan. will 1 10 graduates of Calloway County
Nash, took the Fifth Amendment
ty is an outstanding student in hucket. A pocket knife was tos- that
a
heavy
vote
will
favor
sed
Blakto
him by his father, but efof 19 representatives of Kentucky play Robert Ward's "Jubilation" High's first graduating class.
and refused to testify against Wan
art and -home economics She has
ley.
forts
to cut himself free from the
colleges and universities.
son.
last been awarded a scholarship
and "Concerto for Trombone"
Although Republicans had their
She was crowned and, following which will feature as soloist Ron
Mrs. Lass
• home economics at Murray rope and bucket were unsuccessful.
Ronbest
chance
in
history
to
get their tradition, lightly kissed by Gov.
The Fredericksburg Rescue squad
Miss Tina Sprunger, daughter removed from a Detroit hospital
State.
ald Cowherd. a sophomore music
man
elected,
the
odds
were still Bert T. Combs at the climax
as hastily summoned and arriv,f Mr and Mrs. Arlo Sprunger of to the Ionia State Hospital for the
of major from Hopkinsville. The conPatse Bailey is the daughter of ed at the scene in about 15 min- with Blakely, if for no other rea- a colorful pageant in the Laurel
South Fifteenth street was crown- Criminally Insane Monday. She colcerto
composed
was
by
Nicolas
son
than
he
is a Democrat. Tex- Cove. amphitheater at
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Bailey. utes The commercial well-digging
ed Junior Prom queen at the lapsed in mid-trial and was found
Pine Moun- Rimsky-Korsakow.
Route 1. She is interested in math firm decided to dig out the paral- as is an overwhelmingly Demo- tain State Park Friday afternoon.
11
Junior-Senior banquet last night. emotionally unable to assist in
Also
the
on
program
be
will
cratic
state and it takes a major
and has participated in dramatic lel tunnel and accomplished the
Coronation of the 18-year old Sam Barber's "Commando MarThe occasion was held at the Paris her own defense.
issue to make the Democrats bolt education
events.
task in 53 minutes.
Landing Inn.
Judge Joseph G. Rashid ordered
sophomore, a brunette, ch", six selections from Leonard
their party
was threatened by cold rain which
She succeeds Miss Mary Wells. her committeed and declared a
ernstein
es
s
ory
e
an
Jerry Hendon, son of Mr. and
In the first election, Tower led
fell intermittently during the day other standard works.
Overbey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. mistrial in her case. The case of
Mrs. E. L. Hendon, N. 18th Street,
all candidates with 327.308 votes
WellsOverbey of North Seventh Wilkon continued
and forced postponement of the
This concert will be the final
has an outstanding record in sports I"
and Blakely was second with 190,Commenceme
nt exercises will be street. Miss Overbey was crowned
parade in downtown Pineville for concert of the regular school year
lid in class and club work.
818. But all the other candidates
three hours. Even then, most of and will start at 4:30 p.m. after held in the Hazel school auditor- queen last year. She placed the
with one minor exception were
ium Tuesday evening May 20 at crown on Miss Sprunger in a
Hamp Brooks, son of Mr. and
the candidates for queen carried the baecaluareate program.
Democrats. And they way politi8:00 o'clock. Edward Curd. Gen- •beautiful ceremony.
)ars. W. H. Brooks, Route 2, has
umbrellas as they rode in open
cians look at it, Most of the state's
eral Supervisor of Calloway Schools
Made an unusual record in FFA
The election was by secret ballot
convertibles.
CHECK RETURNED
Republicans voted for Tower, and
will deliverthe address to the in which no one knew who the
where he has won many honors
The pageant also was held up
The new officers of the CalloBlakely
reasonably
can
be
expectOliver
B.
Henry,
age 27, died
eighteen members of the graduat- queen would be until the conclu- way County High
.for himself and the school. He
by the weather, but shortly after
BENTON.
Future HomeKy.
William
—
(UPI
ed
to
inherit
the
majority
today
of
the
at
6:45
p.m. at the Kentucky
ing class.
been active in speech and
sion of the grand march.
makers of America were installed
votes split among other Demo- Miss Chumbler was crowned, the Powell of Calvert City. is a happy
The
valedictory
address
will
ama, and recently won state Training Home in Frankfort. His
be
Junior
president
class
HutJohn
sun
burst
out
to
provide a happy man today—and $1.750 richer.
by the retiring officers Friday
ognition in an essay-writing death was attributed to compli- crats.
omen for her reign as Laurel
Powell lost an endorsed insur- given by Mary Bell Pasehall. son presented an arm bouquet and 'night, May 19. The new officers
cations. Henry is the son of the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
SylvestMrs.
ntest on soil conservation.
Sprunger
escorted
Miss
to t h e installed are as follows: president,
Queen.
ance check Friday afternoon for
DAUGHTER IS BORN
late Emmett Henry who died Sep$1.750 and he had no idea where er Paschall and the salutatory ad- throne. Miss Sprunger's escort for Judy Hughes; first vice-president,
Charles Eldridge. son of Mr. tember 23. 1958.
Mr, and Mrs. David Bogard andress
will
given
be
by
Toni
the evening was Jimmy Rose of Ruth Fulkerson; second vice-preshe lost it. But a frantic call to
Mrs. Leroy Eldridge, Route
lie is survived by his mother, nounce the birth of a baby girl on
PERFECT SHOT
ident, Frances Armstrong; SecreWM. radio station here and a Scruggs, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. the Senior class.
, has also been active in FFA Mrs. Emmett Henry of Murray May 23. She has been named KimThomas
Scruggs.
C.
The program at the banquet in- tary, Carolyn Erwin; treasurer,
quick broadcast brought the check
which he has received numer- route three, two sisters. Mrs. Ves- berly Dawn and weighed seven
Music
will
furnished
be
the
by
cluded welcome addresses by John Cynthia Ezell; historian. Marilyn
hack. without a crease in it, and
s honors. He is president of ter Thomason, Murray route three, pounds and six ounces at birth.
seventh grade accompanied by Mrs. Hutson and vice-president Miss Youngblood;
CAPE CANAVERAL ITP1) — A within 20 minutes.
parliamentarian, Ju,
e senior class and was selected and Mrs. Pauline Guest of Wash- Bogard is stationed with the U.S.
Oneida
White.
Bro.
M. M. Hamp- Donna Kimbro and a response by dy Walker; reporter,
mighty U. S. rocket which could
The check had been found by
Barbara
outstanding in speech. Charles is ington, D.C., two nieces, Prestine Navy at Great Lakes. Grandparton
will give the invocation—and Robert Lee. president of the Senior Steele, recreation
leader, Peggy
a member of the Calloway High and Edwinna Guest of Washing- ents are Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bogard lob a package of nuclear destruc- Holland Rose of Benton after he Bro. Bruce Freeman will give the
Schultz, principal. gave Armstrong; and song leader, Peggy
Fred
class.
nearly
tion
halfway
around
heard
broadcast
the
the
his
on
car
debate squad.
ton, one nephew, Gary Ballard, of South 12th street and Mr. and
benediction.
Ihc address.
world flew 5.000 miles with a radio.
Miller.
Murray route thtee. and two brot- Mrs. Leon McKeel of North Thir- dummy warhead
Certificates of promotion will
Music was furnished by Misses
Friday night in
Robert McDaniel, son of Mr.
Judy. Whitlow. Rita Chapman,
hers-in-law, Mark Thnmaso n, teenth.
be presented by Baxter Wheatley. Lit Cowell, Jacqueline Johnson
a near-perfect test of its accuGRADUATES MONDAY
and Mrs James C. McDaniel, Route
Janet Like, Georgia Coles, Lila
principal to the following grad- and Mirxine Bennett on the violin,
racy.
was editor of the 1960-61 year- Murray route three, and Preston
Smith. Reba Garrison, Mary Beth
NOW YOU KNOW
accompanied by Miss Sandra Lil- Bazzell, Ruth Fulkerson, Judy
The success indicated the. Air
gook and has been outstanding Guest of Washington.
Tommy Hutchens. son of Mr. uates:
Funeral
arrangement
Chrisman
Bonita
s
are
Larry
inGooch
United
By
International
Press
member
Force's
William
advanced
Davis,
the
model
Atlas,
of
ly.
this and Mrs. Walter Hutchens will
lin basketball and other school actHughes. and Frances Armstrong
complete. The body is being reVatel. incomparable cook to one nation's most powerful war rock- he in the graduating class at Mur- Jackie Hughes, Glen Lee, Paulette' faculty gave the invocation.
bit .
are the retiring officers.
turned to Murray by a Max Chur- of the princes of Conde in the et, apparently has rid itsef of ray State College
Lovins,
Mike
Morgan.
Kenny
OlJames Frank Wilson, junior, anon Monday May
Following the installation serv— All these students are members chill ambulance. Friends
may call 16th Century, committed suicide most of the electrical and mechan- 29. Graduating also will be his wife iver, Joe Paschall. Mary Belle PAS- nounced the grand march and
ice, a style show was presented
▪ the Beta Club. an honors or- at the funeral home
after 8:00 a.m. because a fish he had ordered ar- ical "bugs" which plagued its Mrs. Nancy Owen Hutchens, form.
dance music was furnished by the by the Home Economic girls. Judy
nization for high school stu- t M ric w
rived late
first few tests
Escorts.
]
f Ktt
Whitlow and Judy Hughes narrattr

Texas Picks Man
To Replace Johnson

tth CaroDoctors
Kerr L.
ric test1 of roufor perimination
istrument
eyeballs
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Watson To
Take Stand In
Behalf

College High
Students Win
Class Honors

Murray State Final Concert,
Girl Reigns Is Tomorrow
Over Festival
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Miss Sprunger
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Prom Queen
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o Address
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Refreshments were served to the
mothers, members, and o
er
guests present.
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Charles Robertson
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Shirley Crutcher

Pats. Bailey
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•
Jerry Hendon

Hamp Brooks

Charles Eldridge

Robert McDaniel
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Western Kentucky — Sunny today with warmer afternoon temperatures_ high 68. Fair and cool
again tonight. low 45-48. Sunday
fair in the morning. increasing
cloudiness and wanner in the afternoon.
Temperatures at 6 a. Ill. (CDT).:
Louisville 37. Paducah 36, Lexington 35, Bowling Green 37. London
33, Covington 35 and Hopkinsville 36.
Huntington, W. Va.. 36.
Evansville. Ind., 35.
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Big Upset In ViewWith Ne wSenators Now
Crowdingg Old Transplanted Squad For 5th

t tionaDI
erpna
s yls ntw
, sK
Tre
ORP
By UNni_ted
Dr.
William Herbert King, professor
JAMES C. WILL1A„MS, PUBLISHER
of preaching at McCormick Thethe first-place Detroit Tigers, 5-4, came home on a wild relay bY
By MILTON RICHMAN
ological Seminary, Chicago, will
Believe it or not, the new Wash- in the only other game played in right fielder Billy Williams.
Je reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
4.
deliver the commencement ad- ington Senators are threatening to the American League. Inclement
r Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best inJones Gets Victory
dress at Kentucky State college overtake the old ones in what weather forced postponement of
•rest of our readers.
June 4. Degrees will be bestowed could turn out to be the biggest the Boston-Baltimore, New YorkSam Jones, fourth of five Giant
AT1ONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
on 87 seniors.
upset since the tortoise and the Chicago and Kansas City-Cleve- pitchers, was credited with his
ladison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y .
games.
land
hare,
fourth victory although he, too,
tepnenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.
SCOTTSVILLE. Ky. l'I'D was knocked out when the Cubs
pace
the
League,
National
the
In
everyone
old
The
as
Senators,
2-year-old
Everett
and
52,
as
Lyles,
transmission
for
Murray,
Kentucky,
ntered at the Post Otfiae,
came back with a run in their
knows, are now the Minnesota setting San Francisco Giants deSecond Class Matter
Jerry Lynn Wood. with whom
half of the 13th.
Twins. Some experts tabbed them feated the Chicago Cubs, 3-2, .in
he was baby sitting, perished
Southpaw Warren Spahn of the
U13SCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 20, per
the
Braves
innings;
Milwaukee
13
year
first
the
this
for
division
farmhouse
Friday in a flaming
lonth 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elseBraves gained the 293rd victory of
Dodgers,
Angeles
Los
the
buried
they
they
and
started
if
as
out
here,
on the Spivey farm near
here, $5.50.
10-2, a n d St. Louis massacred his career and his fifth of the
The child was the son of Mr. even had designs on first place.
12-2. The Philadel- season with a seven-hitter ovir
Pittsburgh,
and Mrs. J. D. Wood. of Scotts- MAY 27, 1961
SATURDAY
the Dodgers. Spahn, for whom
ville Route 4. A coroner's jury - The new Senators, as everyone phis-Cincinnati game was postthe Dodgers always have spelled
ruled Lyles, a farmer, had tried also knows, are a rather undis- poned because of cold weather.
trouble, beat them for the second
tinguished collection of cast-offs,
to light • fire in his stove with
Reliever Ryne Duren won his time in 23 days. He helped his
hastily put together last Novemkerosene,
ber and picked by most everyone first game for the Angels by hold- cause with a two-run double, and
File
Times
Ledger &
ing the Tigers hitless over the homers by Frank Thomas a n d
HAZARD, Ky. IRE - Former to finish either ninth or 10th.
last _Vs's innings. Earl Averill's Hank Aaron didn't hurt him any, 'I
cadet Colonel John A. students of Mrs. Emma B. Ross,
OUTSTANDING MILITARY SENIOR
So what happens' The ungainly double off the left field fence in either.
-cadet
is
superior
•
the
ribbon
Mitchum
Dr.
presented
by
.
and
H.
Ralph
English
School
High
secretary
Hazard
a
named
Murray
been
has
Ann Stokes of
e
Senators are now crowding the the eighth broke a 4-4 tie and
Ken Buyer drove in six runs for
.
.
reasurer of the Murray State College Chapter of Alpha Woods. The award was given to the outstanding senior student of teacher, will honor her at a din- transplanted Twins
for fifth
place sent Frank Lary down to his sec- the Cardinals with two homers
•
will
Ross
Mrs.
3.
June
here
ner
the academ.c year by the Department of the Army.
with only one game separating the und defeat,
ii Omega, dramatics fraternity,
and a single against the Pirates.
be given a ticket and traveling two clubs.
,,
A full weekend is coming up for the 248 6rraduate,
Southpaw Curt Simmons picita .
expenses for a summer trip to
Harvey Kuenn broke up a 1-1 up his second victory although
if Murray State College beginning with the alumni
!ter native Great Britain.
The Twins returned to WashCubs
tie between the Giants and
tagged for 10 hits. Pirate starter
ianquet Saturday night and coneluding with the awardington Friday night for the first
runs
ng of &Trees- by President Ralph H. Woods.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. TIM - Lwen time since they officially left the when he singled off loser Don Bob Friend, rapped for seven
the two innings he worked,
Hammon', Louisville, was nam, city last
The first anniversary of the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall ir
And what a left- Elston in the 13th inning. Kuenn's in
suffered his fifth loss against the
adLilery
secretarletreasurer of ttve
handed welcome
winter. they got.
at Murray State College will be marked by a I0
third hit of the game scored Joe
same number of victories.
NaWorkers'
Automobile
United
Kentueky-Souththe
from
selected
art
of
exhibit
tiecial
Amalfitano, and Felipe Alou also
Twins Get Boos
Twenty-six awards were pre- Business Men's Club of Murray, tional Ford Council. representNI Indiana annual art show.
ernby
members
and
cadets
UAW
the
outstanding
ing
to
the
Murray
of
123,000
Woodmen
sented
As each Minnesota n I a v e r's
All veterans who want to obtain training under the
•
ployed by Ford Motor Co. Hamthe MSC military science depart- World.
name was announced' the crowd
;.I. Bill of Rights must b enrolled in school by July
at
local
union's
the
heads
ment at its annual Awards Daymons
receiving
medal
Also
gold
shower
of
go
let
14,033
cold
a
with
•
5th of this year.
program held recently in Cutchin awards were: John D. Franklin, Ford's Louisville plant.
of boos. Then when the names of
Stadium.
___
Clifton J. Summerville, Charles
the new Senators were called off,
Superior-cadets ribbon awards. D. Trainer, Kenneth M. Heath,
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LEDGER & TIMES — MURIIAY. KENTUCKY
Visitors tossed more than $100
into the "wishing well" reflecting
pool in front of Kentucky's new
floral clock the first two weeks of
operation. The clock is located on
the west lav.n of the Capitol in
Frankfort. Money taken from the
pool will go to charities and childcare organizations. The first money was used to buy recreation
equipment for patients at Kentucky Training Home in Frankfort.
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FOR SALE

1

ALUMINUM AWNINGS, ANY
color or size. Aluminum storm
windows, two track or triple track,
aluminum siding, thirteen colors.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Home Comfort Company, U.S. 641
Highway, Hazel, Kentucky, phone
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1918 492-2502.
tfc
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AND TYPEWRITERS
• Sales a Service
Ledger & Times
PL
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NOTICE

I

MONUMENTS—MURRAY Marble
and Granite Works, builders of
fine memorials for over half century. Porter White, Manager. Dial
PL 3-2512.
junelk

BIRD DOG PUPS, ELEVEN weeks TRY DAIRY QUEEN ON strawold. Priced reasonable. Harry berry shortcake. Its delicious! At
Ky. Lake 011 Co. .... PL 3-1323 Sparks, 1318 Wells Blvd. Phone your Dairy Queen on West Main.
PL 3-5122.
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PRINTING
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Ledger & Times

Douglass Hdw., our. 4th & Main

Starke Hdw.

RESIDENTIAL LOT 70 x 219 ft.
205 N. 16th Street. See James A. THE MURRAY DRIVE-IN Theatre will have their annual "FirePL 3-3080 Rogers or ph ne PL 3-4849.
M•27-C works" display, Tuesday, May 30,
1961. On the screen "The Last
NICE 3 BEDROOM Modern Home Voyage," Tuesday, May 30th only.
PL 3-1918 on Highway 841 with 16 acres of
m30c
land. Has G. I. loan of approximately $7000.00, payrnents are
$52.00 Month. Total Price $0,HELP WAN1FD
PL 3-3892 500.00

PAINT STORES

GROCERY STORES

5 ROOM HOUSE Beautiful lot at LADY TO DO CLEANING 2 days
106 South 10th Street, has gas a week. See Mrs. Ralph Case or
heat. Total price35,500.00 includphone PL 3-9003.
na31c
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or,
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Ledger & Times
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Roberts Realty, Phone PL 3-1651.
illness and passing of our loved
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one. We appreciate the kindness
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1950 FORD. GOOD CONDITION. and expressions of sympathy
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Call PL 3-5989.
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and Gus was in the reformatory A split between Ca:nos an '
Broadman would account for
for stealing a car."
"There's no necessary Con- Broadman's handling of Ero
Barkers diamond ring.
nection."
"1 know that, but Secundina
"Does Secundma admit that
thinks there is, Once Gus was Gus killed Broadnaan?"
out of the way. Granada moved "No. She claims that CL3
in on her. She claims that's was sent to take care of Broodthe way its been sorer alma man. Gaines told him to gather
Granada keeps making trouble up the loot in Broacinian's
for Goa, so be can get at tier.' basement and knock the old
"She's not that much at an boy off. But Gus couldn't go
attraction, Is she?'
through with it. He'd never
'You didn't see her ten years killed a man. He hit Braadman
ago, even five. She used to a couple of times and beat ito
melt the aspnalt And I icnow She saw Gus right aft.er, that
for a tact Granada chased ner same afternoon, and be was
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-That's interesting.'
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that they had police informsBon, somebody at the force
Upping them off on when and
where to strike. She thinks L
was Granada."
"I don't believe it."
That's raw privilege." Pr
dUla's tone made it clear that

man, but tie looked frightened.
"1 don't know what to do about
all this, Mr. Guanarson. I been

he did believe it "Then I won't

het talking to
her," Padilla said.
We went in together. Ferguson met es is the center hailway. His weathered face was
broken with joy. 'I talked to
het. Sbe's alive and well, and
be home today."
"Not kidnapped, after all?"
I said.
"Oh, they're heading her, an
right But they haven't ens-

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

c?LAN COTTON RAGS. No buttons, no zippers, no overalls, and
etc., please Ledger & Times.

We wish to thank doctors Hahs,
Clark, and Houston, and all of the
nurses at the hospital who worked
'so faithfully, and especially Mrs.
Hardie, our neighbor and registered nurse, who stood by him in the
last hours.
To all the ministers who visited
In the hospital and offered prayers
in his behalf and ours, especially
those in charge of the service Bro.
Jack Wright, Bro. Frederic Coltharp, Bro, Hal Shipley.
To all the neighbors, friends, or
relatives, for food, flowers or any
act of kindness. To the singers,
the Max Churchill Funeral Home
for the most heartfelt and efficient
service possible. We say thank you
and God bless each and everyone.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-English
streetcars
6-Each
11,2stil
12-Smaller
14-Frees of
15-By oneself
17-Three-toad
sloth
18-Suffix:
follower of
le-Backbone
20-Macaw
21-Proceed
22-Polisims
23-A state
(abbr.)
24-Forced airviolently
through nose
26-tnitial
27-Condescending took
28-Location
29-Stumbles
31-Flurried
34-Rodents
35-Young
salmon (pl.)
36-Sun god
37.1•.evoUred
34-Preera5tInation
39-Cut of meat
10-Mountaln
(abbr.)
il-Tendon
42-Flower
43-Central
American
mmary
45-Rent.
17-Stialr post
48-Wise men
DOWN
1-Marine snail
2-13e borne
3-Beast of
burden
4-A stabs
(abbr.
5-Edible neb
6-Abort loekets
7-Climbing
Malt
8-Company
point

e-A state
(abbr.)
10-Longs for
11-Punctilious
persons
13-Laughing
15- Told
falsehood
le-Forms a
Ailment of
loot oq.)
20-Ventilated
112-Cries
23-Small
amounts
25-Cholce part
26-Glowing
28-Spreads ungracefully
29-Walk wearily
30-Climbing
palm
31-Transaction
32-Wipes out
33-Title of
respect (pt.)

in

Canada

and

Scotland.

base above the ground, behind a
reflecting pool.

ENDING
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__, SociNt

PUMA" P
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muint
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35-Pertaining to le-Tattered
punishment
cloth
38-Coin
44-Compass
point
MI-Stockings
41-Carpenter's 46-Babylonian
deity
tool
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MITE

On The Screen . . ..
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MINUTES CIF INTENSE SUSPENSE!

THE LAST VOYAGE
#44.21,

smip, roviDomheMLTROCOLOR

Di tr. by United Feature Sonehotte. Inc 27

I NEED It/OUR
HELP, CHARUE

BROWN;

FARON'S VP IN A TREE,AND
14E CAN'T CET DOWN—

HA! TH1516 lOWAT YOU GET
FOR 14AVING A CAT! YOU'D.
NEVER CATO.% 9400PY
0-0(611.46 A 7REE:

Mrs. Munroe Mitchell and chilltc
dren.

NANCY

by Ernie SushmIller

°

HES THE JUDGE WHO

I'LL TAKE A
SHORT-CUT
THROUGH
JUDG-E
DIMDOMEt
YARD

"THROWS THE BOOK"
AT EVERYBODY

carrying It around ever since
SIG molded It ta my lap. It s
too big for in. to handle.'
Ferguson's telephone rang
piercingly. I Started for the
service entrance. Padilla was
there ahead of
Irergusco's woke was a elm.mur far truckle the house; then
almost a shout: "Holly! is that

you, Holly?"
"My gosh,

bother going into the rest of IL"
"Is there more?"
"Yeah. rn give It to you ft
you want. There must be some
truth hi it because k checks
out. This business about the
kidnapping, for in/stance. Pleeundina got wind of ft long ago.
She didn't know what the Job
was going to be, neither did
Gus. But ft was going to be
big—a lot of money for every- treated her. She told me so
body, enough to solve all their herself."
problems."
"You're sure it was your
'Who an are involved?"
wife you talked to?"
"She doesn't know that Gus
"Absolutely certain."
was one, of course. And this
"Who else did you talk to?"
character Gaines. Gus knew 'A man —one of her captors.

"1 dunno. She may be making it up, put I didn't think one
was that smart. She's known
Granada for a long time. He
used to be one of her boyfriends. Her and Gus and Granada ran with the same gang
It was a pretty wild gang, NM from way trult, met ttim I didn't recap/MS Itte voice. But
stealing cars, beefing people In l'shiston yeast ago tinder ma- it doewa matter. They're reup. They used to have parties other Same."
leasing her."
out in the old ice plant—the
'Without rankom?"
"What name?"
same place where Pike shot
"Seculadina doesn't know. Gus He looked at me with disGus
didn't tell her everything. She Pleahhoe- In the relief of bear"How long ago waa this?" did find out that Gaines was tag from his wife, he didn't
the
"Not as long as you'd think.
leader, anyway after Brom_ want to be reminded of obstaTen years at the outside. These man broke with the gent cles to her return.
people aren't old. Sexy—they Broadmaa goofed some way, "I'm paying the ransom," he
used to call her Sexy—Secun• and the cops threw a scare into said in a flat voice. "I'm glad
dine says that Gus and Grana- him_ He decided to pull in his to do IL"
da fought tor her one night. horns, He didn't want any part
"When and where?'
Granada was a football player, of the bag deal. Sexy says that's
'With your permission, rn
and Gus couldn't take him with why they killed him. He was keep my tnaLructions to myself.
Ms bare hands. He took aim ready to turn State's evidence I have a schedule to meet."
with a knife. He put a little against them."
He turned with awkward
hole in Granada's chest. and
/ was losing my scepticism haste and walked a rather exGranada ran away. Noxt thuig I of Padilla', story. It tied in ratio course to his bedroom.
they knew, the place was raided, with some of the things 1 knew. (To Be CantWard Tomorrow)
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size, but recessed in the ground,

MURRAY

Kentucky's floral clock on the
Capitol lawn in Frankfort was
well visited over the Derby weekend. On Friday before the Derby
WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
cars passed the clock. On
EXTRA MONEY? FULL OR 3,414
Derby Day 3,681 cars drove past;
PART TIME, EARN UP TO
on Sunday 3,99'7. Even if each of
$100 PER WEEK, CAR NECESthese cars carried only two people
SARY, FREE TRAINING.
(and most carried more), it means
WRITE BOX 32-M, MURRAY,
that more than 22.000 people
KENTUCKY.
m29c
viewed the clock during the threeday period.

RESTAURANTS

PL 3-1227 Southside Restaurant

WANTED

Female Help Wanted I

The floral clock on the Capitol lawn in Frankfort is the only design of its kind in the world.
There are floral clocks similar in

by Raeburn Van Soren
THIS IS GOING TO BE 'iouR.
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW. HER 144ME
IS AL. AL, 4W FATHER;

•
rim. MEM

LEDETER

TTME9 — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY —
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Social Calendar
Monday, May 29
foam, add a little lemon juice or
The Executive Board of --the cream of tartar before beating.
• • • • •
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at 'he clubhouse at 12:30 p.m.
Packing shirts? Lay them facefor an important business session. to-face with the collars
at oppo• • • • •
site ends. Protect the collars by
Tuesday, May 30th
filling the necks with handkerThe Calloway County Country chiefs.
Club will have a catered picnic
supper at 6 p.m. Reservations
Wednesday, May 31
The Ladies Day luncheon will
must be made by noon on Monday,
May 22, by signing the bulletin be held at the Calloway County
Country Club at 12 noori:owith
board at the club.
• . • • •
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud as chairman
To help egg whites hold their of the hostesses. Please make
bridge reservations wIih Mrs. Hugo Wilson or Mrs. Don Robinson.

RADIOLOGICAL MONITORING is one of
the
principal courses stressed today by most
civil defense orranhations as a preparation
for saving
We from radioactive fallout which
a nuclear attack. A corps of citizen could follow
specialists
is
being trained to measure fallout and
fares
Ike public. New laws allowing the Federal am
Government to assume half the costs of
hiring more
Stole and local civil defense
workers
are
nos
Speeding this and other CD programs.
In the top
picture, Robert S. Ritz ifar right in
audience',

new Illinois Civil Defense Agency
officer
under the shared-cost program, sitstraining
in on a monitoring course in Evanston taught
by Mrs. Laura
Nissen. the clO's training. information
logical defense officer. She also has and radiorecently become a paid employe, selected to
devote full time
to civil defense under the
financial aid program. Ritz later worked the material
Evanston tat,, a similar course at obtained at
the under.
ground Du Page County Civil
Defense contrail
center near Nheation. Il. hottorni.
,0(.0 5!

Ladies Day
Luncheon At
Country Club

•

•

MAY 27, 1461

•

•

•

Fredrica Wilkerson
. Becomes The Bride
The Ladies Day Luncheon Club
will meet at the Country Club Of Jerry lioness

Potluck Supper Is
Held Thursday By
Zeta Department
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
last meeting of the club year with
potluck supper at the club house
on Thursday evening at 6:30.
NEWSPAPER CHIEFS
Heading the list of new College News
Mrs. Cecil Farris, chairman,
appointments for nest year are: Editor, Mrs. Harolene Pridy,
100'0presidec at the brief business ses- more from Poplar
Bluff, Mo., and business manager, Tom Farthing,
sion during which six new memJunior from Sturgis.
bers were voted into the department. The group also voted to increase its membership to sixtyfive.

Pridy, Farthing to Head•
Staff of College News

The table was attractively decorated with a centerpiece of red
roses. The supper wan served
buffet style.

Mrs. Harolene Pridy, sophomore I appointed by President Ralph H.
Hostesses for the evening were from Poplar Bluff, Mo., has been Woods.
Mesdames Robert Miller, James named editor of The College News
Other staff members are selected
M. Lassiter, John Quertermous, for 1961-62. Tom Farthing, junior
Jr., Maurice Ryan, Buist Scott, from Sturgis, has been named bus- by Prof. L. H. Edmondson, director
next Wednesday. May 31.
of journalism, and the new edit°,
Miss Fredrica Wilkerson, daugh- Charles
Shuffett. and Lubie Veale, iness manager.
HoStesses for this week are*, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred WilkerThey are:
Jr.
•
Mrs. Pridy and Farthing were
Mesdames: Conrad Jones, Rubin. son, Jr., of Murray, became the
Betty Jo Ray, Lyndon, news
James. Russel Johnson, John bride of Jerry Maness. son of
editor; Wayne Anderson, Fulton,
Irvan. Don Keller. Ray Kern, Al Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Maness of
assistant news editor; Betty Joyce
Kipp. Z. Enix. and H. C. Corn.
Dexter. on Saturday. May 20, at
Morris, Pembroke, feature editor;
No reservation§ or cancellations the Coldwater Baptist Church.
Evelyn Lamb, Kuttawa, assistant
will be accepted after 12:00 noon
Rev. Alfred Harris performed
feature editor.
on Monday. The luncheon will be the double ring ceremony at three
followed with bridge.
o'clock in the afternoon in the
Gene Campbell, Ansonia, Ohio,
. presence of the immediate families.
sports
editor; Julie
England,
Arrangements of red roses and
Springfield, Ill., society editoiii
I white peonies were used as deRuth Ann Vaughn, Hawesville'
corations.
copy editor; Larry Barton, Canton,
Mrs. Columbus Adams, pianist,
cartoonist; and special writers, Kay
I played the wedding march and
Brewer, Albion, Ill.; Mrs. Diana
sang ''l Love You Truly."
•
, Murray; and Paul Miller,
The bride chose to wear for her
H ris ur . Ill.
wedding a white chiffon dress
with white accessories and a corMrs. Pridy is secretary of Sock
sage of red roses. Mrs. Charles
di Buskin, dramatic; organization,
Lamb. aunt of the bride, was the
president of the Collegiate Press
only attendant and wore an orchid
Club. and a member of Delta Delta
dress with white accessories.
Delta sorority.
Hughes Pritchett served as best
Farthing. an English major, is
man for the groom.
vice-president of the Collegiate
Following the ceremony the
Fairy Godfather Ed Wyrrn waves his magic wand
Press Club.
• •* ,
bride's grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
• 4
and woniterrul things begin to happen to
a
•
Fred Wilkerson, Sr., entertained
'CinderIdle'
Lewis in his music-sparkling comedy,
with a wedding supper at their
due Sunday at the Murray Drive-In Theatre.
home in Coldwater.
derfella,- a Paramount release in Technicol "ChiThose present were Mr. and
or, also
stars Judith Anderson as the wicked stepmothe
Mrs. Wilkerson, Jr.. and children,
r, and
Anna Maria Alherghetti as the princess.
Bonnie. Sherry, and Freddie; Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lamb .and
daughters. Patricia and Kathy;
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby G. Watson
and daughters. Jackie and Judy;
Rev, Alfred Harris, Johnny and
Butch Manes, Junior and Hughes
Pritchett, the bridal couple and
the hosts.

I

•

• ••
.•'.
•4 .

By SUSAN RAISIN
CASUAL,- clothes designed
for leisure hours and wellearned vacations are the most
exciting part of any summer
wardrobe. And that is exactly
what these fun outfits are.
Whether you're planning a
trip to the seashore, the mountains, long weekends or ituit
relaxing in your own backthese styles veal be exactly righto

•

SCOTT DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday

Coordinated Separates
Each of these costumes is
a set of separates. However.
the milkmaid ensemble of
combed cotton gingham was
fashioned so it could be used
as a basis for a, weekend
wardrobe.
It comes In a choice of blue,
pink or yellow checks and of
course each item may be worn
with other tops or skirts and
shorts for added changes of
attire.
Yersatiln Culottes
Culottes are given star billing because of their great versatility. A culotte and shirt is
perfect for both active and
spectator sports and the twosome can go shopping in the
village or suburban supermarket with the greatest propriety.
For completely casual wear,
the poncho is a new favorite
and a bright complement to
shorts, tbreadors and fitted
pants.

DON'T LOOK
LIKE THIS

Mrs. Edwin Larson
Speaks .4t Meeting
Of Magazine Club

CULOTTES, ALWAYS A Gallic favorite, are getting a big play here In
America. This outfit Is In an exotic print of blue and green. The sleeveless blouse has a chic
scoop neck.

Dr. Ora Mason opened her home
for the meeting of the Magazine
Club held on Thursday afternoon
at 2:30.
The speaker for the meeting
was Mrs. Edwin Larson who has
served as program chairman for
the year. She gave a review of
the book, All Women of the
Bible- by Edith Deen. Mrs. Larson. in her charming and interesting way, discussed the most outstanding women in the Bible from
Eve in the Old Testament to Lydia
in the New Testament.
•
Mrs. Larson was introduced by
Mrs. A. F.'1oran. Miss Cappie
Beale. president, presided at the
meeting.
Refreshments were served by
Dr. Mason to those present.
• • . • •

Junior Golf'
Planned For
Country Club
There will be a junior golf day
for Country Club Members each
Monday"8:30 to 11:30 beginning
June 5th and continuing through
the last Monday in August.
All interested boys and girls
ages 12-16 are eligible to participate. They are asked to please
plan to attend the first junior golf
meeting at the club house May
29th at 3:30 p.m.
MrsCharis Graham is chairman
of the junior golf committee.

MOTHERS-TO-BE

for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs

•

WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 cm. to 1:00 p.m. for Church Hour

'PUT YOUR DUDS
IN OUR SUDS'

- NOTICE -

and relax, visit with your fie•ncle and neighbors, chances
Sr. some ot them will be here.

CITY PRIVILEGE AND AUTO

* LOTS OF WASHERS
* PLENTY OF DRYERS
* BARRELS OF HOT
SOFT WATER
MURRAY'S ORIGINAL
Coin Operated Laundrette

LICENSE ARE DUE
A 10% Penally will be added June 1st

.

•

-

The City Clerk's office will be open all
day Saturday, May 27th,'but will be
closed Tuesday, May 30th in observance of Memorial Day.

•

•G.
207 So. 7th

.
b
Ph. PL 3-9181

Just-For-You

For

One Hour Martinizing
THE REST IN DRY CLEANING
Seine Prices and Specials as at
the 4th Street Store!

•

RADIO CAB
WILL

BE

May 29, 8:00 p.m.
For Reservations
Call 442-3666

°UM'S MATERNITY
FASHIONS
THESE CHARMING milkmaid r,,st•irres ums,st of Jamao
Sitort.s. tiouse, hill, pleated alOat, iLall a matching bonnet.

Tomer Togs
A PONCHO TOP IN a gay plaid in about every color in
the rainbow is teemed with a pair of soild-colored shorts.

708 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
• Across From P.J.C.

.4.10

,a

•

We Ar• Also • Pickup Station

You Are Invited To

FASHION SHOW

•

Closed on Sunday
TILL FURTHER

NOTICE

•
1 c0-1

,MORIAL DAY

•

(1961)
2-

•

Selected

At A Bea All Round heat.ocky Community NeiVospapft

Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County

The Newspaper
With The

liege News
•idy, sophom Farthing,

Circulation

aad

•

Unite-d Press International

IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, May 29, 1961

MURRAY POPULATION 10 100

,
1•1•11P

it Ralph H.
are selected
son, director
new editoll
scion, news
ion, Fulton,
Betty Joyce
ture editor;
'a, assistant

sonia, Ohio,
England,
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Hawesville,
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writers, Kay
Mrs. Diana
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Near sal 71 Million
To Be Paid By
TVA To Counties

HER8
RYEFt8
HOT

•

New Record Is In
The Making For
Memorial Day

Mrs. Lassiter
Not To Co To
State Hospital

Solon G. Bucy Is
Awarded Air Medal

Joe Morgan
Addresses MSC
Alumni Here

Miller To Head
watershed
District Here

Resident Dies
Early Today

Kiwanis Club
Officers To
Be Installed

Almo Man Dies
On Sunday

Work Day Is Set
For Pony League

1INAL
mdrette

. 3-9181
Station

Two Injured In
Accident Saturday

.1- .Murray State College students were injured Saturday evening when their motorcycle got
The Murray High School Band,
out of control when the two struck
under the direction of Irvin Gilgravel in trying to avoid an accison, presented its annual concert
dent on the eiat highway about
Sunday afternoon on the lawn of
dusk.
the Murray High School. The proDenial Herron, age 21 of Hangress and versatility of the band
son, Kentucky and Franklin Menwas shown in the variety of sedoz, age 19, of Detroit, Michigan
lections played. Student directors,
were cut and bruised when their
Eddie Lee Grogan and Jimmy Olimotorcycle slid in gravel.
la conducted the band for two
The two turned off onto the
Mk record $17,378,577 will be $2,617,272 over the amount paid numbers each. A special drum duet.
side of the road to avoid a colliby I meted Pre.6 Intersortionwl
paid by TVA and distributors of two years ago.
299 deaths in traffic. There were
written by Chuck Simons, was presion when the accident occurred.
The nation's motorists raced toPayment to Calloway County sented by Ronnie McKee!
TVA electricity to states, counties.
Herron, t he driver suffered a wards a new Memorial Day holi- 108 deaths from other causes for
and
$3.890
12
amounts
municipalities
to
during the 1961
and
a holiday total of 407.
Mike Baker Seniors of the band
lacerated scalp. possible concus- day traffic death record today.
Payments of $6.478,577 in. lieu were recognized and thanked
fiscal year as taxes or in lieu of
The breakdewn:
sion and multiple bruises and cuts
for
The
toll
for
the
first
84
hours
of
taxes, L. J. Van Mol. TVA Gen- of taxes will be made by TVA to their contribution and loyalty.
Traffic. 299
a n d Mendoz suffered multiple the 102 - hour holiday weekend
NIrs.
counties.
John Paseo, eliiiirmitti
eral Manager, announced today. seven states and 137
Drownings. 58
Following the concert the MurBoard. receivea bruises and a cut elbow and knee. neared 300 and was higher than
This is an increase of $1,026,148 Power distributors' payments are ray High Boosters Organization 'mills. front llie Ministerial .%
Miscellaneous: 50
Miiiislers present
They
dismissed
were
from
the
that
of
any
other
Memorial
Day
over the previous fiscal year and estimated at $10.900.000, an in- met in the High School Auditor- From left. are Howard Nich his, Waller
Total: 407
Murray
Hospital
morning
Miaelike,
this
at
holiday
on
record.
Traffic
accicrease of $860.000 over last year ium. The Chairman, Mrs.
California led the traffic death
J. B. l'haelstos
9:00 o'clock.
dents were claiming more than
and $2.039,000 over that of two Wilson, presided. The following
count with 28. There were 23
offour
lives
every
hour.
The Murray Ministerial Associa- Atlas of The Bible;
years ago.
traffic deaths in Mishigan. 19 in
Leers oere elected for the 1961Stuuth, The
National Safety Council Presi- both
tion presented 21 new books to Jews From Cyrus Ti,
The amount paid by TVA re- 1962 school year; Chairman,
Illinois and New York State,
Herod; Dana,
Berdent
HowardPyle
said "unless 17 in Texas. 13 in North Carolina.
the Murray-Calloway County Li- The New Testament
presents 5 percent of $129.451,900. nard Harvey: Treasurer,
World; Brig
J B. Wilour
mutortists
show more respect 10 in Kansas. 9 in
brary Monday night at the regu- The Kingdom of God;
the gross proceeds from sale of son; Concessions Co-Cha
both Kentucky
Stewart, A
irman, J.
for traffic law and exercise better and Pennsylvania.
lar board meeting of the library. man in Christ; Maston,
power, excluding sales to federal D. Murphy and Floy. Jewell;
and 8 each in
Right Or
Purjudgment in every other way., this Minnesota,
They were presented by three re- Wrong; Brunner, Faith.
agencies and TVA interdivisional chasing Chairman,
New Mexico and TenHope and
HIGH WYCOMBE. England — Memorial Day holiday will
Maurice Ryan;
become
presenatives of the Ministerial As- Love. Morrison. Masterpieces
sales. An additional $5.982 was Chaperone Chairman, Mrs
of Captain Solon C.. Bucy, retiring the most tragic we have ever nessee.
Ronald sociation
Reverends Walter Mischke, Religious Verse, Lewis, Mere Christ- :Der 20 years of active duty
added this year to bring the Geor- ('rouch, Publicity Chairman,
Spring weather kept the drown
with recorded.
Mrs. president.
gia /3ayment up to the property John Pasco; Popcorn
T. A Thasker. chair- Mnits. Finegan, Light From The !the United States
ing toll climbing In the worst
Chairman,
Air Force. reman of book selection committee; Anc.ent East.
tax replacement minimum as de- Mr. and Mrs. N. 0. Story;
A
United Press International single tragedy, three young chil
ceivect the Air Force CommendaWorkfined in the TVA Act.
ers Chairman, Mr. and Mrs. Verne and Howard Nichols, Mrs. John
tion Medal recently, prior to his count at 12.30 p. m. (EDT). more dren drowned in a private dam 21
DETROIT 1.11; -- Nelle Lassiter,
Pasco. chairman of the Library
As these former taxes on pur- Kyle; Maintenance Chairman,
departure from 7th Air Division than 65 hours after the holiday's miles southeast of Watford City,
Arlo Board,
tke blonde widow of the slain chased property required by the
accepted the books.
headquarters in High Wy.come, start at 6 p. m. Friday. showed N. D.
Alto dealer who was excused from Act to be replaced total $1.316277, Sprunger assisted by James Payne;
The
books
are given to the pubNear Ellenville. N. Y., Dan PiFred Schultz Principal. Murray
England.
trial for her slaying because of this year's TVA payments exceed
lic
library
to be of help to the
per. 17-year-old grandson of the
In ceremonies in the Commandher mental condition, will not go the minimum requirements by High School. announced that the average library user who wishes
fonder of the Piper Aircraft Corp.,
band would march for the first
er's office. Captain Bucy received
to a state mental hospital as sche- $5,162.300.
was killed when his red and white
home football game on September aid in Bible study and understandthe award from Major General
duled today.
ing of the Christian faith.
State governments will receive
Piper Commanche crashed into a
Charles B. Westover. 7A1) ComCircuit Judge Joseph G Rashid $5375.350 of the total, $1.103,227 1st. He also thanked the Boosters
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their first-game victory, behind defeat. Johnny Calli
son and Frank
Major league big guns fired a Gary Bell's six hitter, but the Herrera had two hits each
for the
Athle
tics
squar
ed matters in the Phillies.
record salvo of home runs Sund
ay
to mark the approach of the pen- nightcap on the wings of roundKen Boyer drove in four runs
nant races' Memorial Day mile- trippers by Leo Posada, Dick
Hawser, Norm Siebern and Joe with a single and double as the
stone.
Cardinals routed Harvey Halt
x
All told, there were 37 homers, Pignatano. Norm Bass spun a sixhitter, including homers by Ro- in the first inning. Al Cicblte
surpassing the previous record
of mano,
won
his
secon
d
game for the.
Woodie Held and Jimmy
34 for a schedule of 11 games,
to Piersall,
Cardinals. Hal Smith, Dick
Groat
to win his third game • for
excite the 154,756 fans who turne
d Kansas
and
Dick
Stuart homered for the.
City in the nightcap.
out for the pre-holiday action.
Pirates.
And when it was all over
Gene Green's two-run homer
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the
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Detroit Tigers and San Franc
isco helped the Senators complete a
Giants were virtually of occup
y- three-game sweep of the Twins
ing first place on the night
of with Marty K u ty n a receiving
May 30—a fact which history
says credit foe his third straight win.
gives them a better - than
- even Harmon Killebrew humered for
chance to meet in the World
Series the Twins.
next October.
Dun Schwall turned in the best
No less than 26 homers
were pitching effort of the day with a
h it in seven American
League seven-hatter embellished by eight
games and another 11 were
hit strikeouts for the Red Sox. Frank
in four National League
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contests Malzone's three-run fourth-inning
ors are packed so tightly (woul
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as the big men with the
long, homer was the big blow of the
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get to the U.S. submarine Proteus. These demon
to
tapered bats enjoyed a field
strators are the "hard core" of
day. game as -hard luck" Jack Fisher
2,000 who demonstrated at the Holy Loch
some
There were 10 homers hit
submarine anchorage.
during suffered his sixth loss fur the
(Radiophoto)
the Cleveland - Kansas City
dou- Orioles.
ble-header and another nine
Dodgers Beat Burdette
belted during the Chicago-New
SOMERSET, Ky. ITN — Darre
Dick Farrell pitched six innings
York
ll
barga
in
of
shuto
bill.
ut relief for the Dodgers,
Hall, the blind Pulaski
Yet, with it all, there
County were a
few pitchers who came out who brat Lew Burdette for the
clerk, was defeated in last
Tues- relatively unscathed.
ninth time at Milwaukee since For the
second time in his long
day's primary election in his
bid
July, 1956. Hank Aaron drove in caree
Tigers Widen Lead
r Mickey Rooney uses a
for re-election to a fourth
When the last baseball flew
all
the
Brave
s'
term.
runs
with
a
homer make-up device as he dons plasout
of sight, here's how the big
Complete returns Friday show
league and a double but the game-win- tic horns for a hilarious
ed
porpicture shaped up:
ning blow was a fourth-inning
Marshall Dovenport, backed
trayal of Satan in "The Private
by a
The Tigers, powered by
government-reform group,
three single by Maury Wills.
Lives of Adam & Eve," in Spec
polled homers,
Vada Pinson hit a pair of two- tacol
walloped the Los Angeles
1,799 votes more than Hall.
or. Mamie Van Doren and
Angels, 9-4, and took a 31-g
ame run homers and Bob Purkey pit- Marty Milner are seen
in the
lead in t h e American Leagu
e. ched an eight-hitter for the Reds, title roles. It shows
NATIONAL LEAGUE
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W
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I.
it
day
t
at
the Varsity Theatr •
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Chicago 14 New York 9, 1st
matter what happens in the
Los Angeles
n adults ana chilaren mum25
18
.581
next
21
mified in lava by the sudden
New York 5 Chicago 3, 2nd
48 hours.
eruption of ML Vesuvius in
Cincinnati
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AD. This is one of the excav
Boston 5 Baltimore 0
The Giants overcame Ernie
ttsburgh
ations at Pompeii.
20 16 .556 4
Detroit 9'Los Angeles 4
Banks' grand slam homer to
Milwaukee
18 18 .500 6
beat
the Chicago Cubs, 6-5, and
Saturday's Results
NI W. Male Si.
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lead the National League by
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N CO."
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phaladelphia
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day night
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& Eve." feat. 85 mini., start
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•
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Los Angeles 4 Milwaukee 3
nnati Reds.
Chicago at New York, ppd., rain 927.
The New York Yankees scored
St. Louis 8 Pittsburgh 4
Today's Games
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Minnesota at Cleveland, 2
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.. 280 Sheep inonel
Boston Red Sox defeated the
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grade St.
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game
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THE CAVE. BY ROBERT PENN WAR
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a
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third game. The Tigers won the
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in the literary world. He writes books
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and Washington
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Commercial
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Phone
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1
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up against his
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to FA Bouchee but nevertheless
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paced the White Sox to their
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nt site..e— —

—
ri

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZ1NG

On The Square
We Have A Drop Stat
ion At Murray Wishy Was
hy - 207
ONE

HOUR

0

Ce

— NO EXTRA CHA
RGE FOR ONE HOUR
SERVICE —

everyeaie-e tet on', you can spend them Prompt rytirid
:nst or
Gast? A penny ad liar. Oat your America,
. Express Travelers Cheques at

Member F. D. I. C.

FREE

So. 7th St.
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YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

CaBison and Frank
o hits each for the
irove in four runs
and double as the
td Harvey Hacilix
nning. Al CieMte
id game for the
Smith, Dick Groat
homered for the

ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service
Ledger & Times

PL 3-1916

DRUG STORES
Scott Drugs ..

PL 3-2547

I

FOR SALE

ALUMINUM AWNINGS, ANY
color or size. Aluminum storm
windows, two track or triple track,
aluminum siding, thirteen colors,
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Home Comfort Company, U.S. 641
Highway, Hazel, Kentucky, phone
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1918 492-2502.
tfc
BIRD DOG PUPS, ELEVEN
old. Priced reasonable.
Ky. Lake Oil Co. .... PL 3-1323 Sparks, 1318 Wells Blvd.
PL 3-5122.
Jobbers Shell Oil Products

OIL DISTRIBUTORS

weeks
Harry
Phone
m30c

PIANO — PRICE $40. CAN BE
seen at 203 South 6th Street or
PL, 3-3080 phone PL 3-5621.
I tnc

PAINT STORES
GROCERY STORES

Tidwell Paint Store

Owens Food Market PL 3-4652
Free Delivery Service

I

Fetr.sle Help Wanted I

FEMALE HELP
WANTED

FOR RENT

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN
EXTRA MONEY? FULL OR
PART TIME, EARN UP TO
$100 PER WEEK, CAR NECESSARY, FREE TRAINING.
WRITE BOX 32•M, MURRAY,
KENTUCitY.
m29c

7-Talk Idly
S-R. mistaken
1-Farm •., tmal
9-Symbol for
4.8uccur
ruthenium
II-Period of
in-Essence
time
14-Bent
,
II -Girl's name
16-1,ubricath
12-De.lars
18-Pronoun
12-Glri's name
21 -Studio
IS-Indicate
22-Evli
17-Ventilate
23-New Deal
19-Note 01 scabs
agency
2n-k,splre
(MR.)
OOP 03
21-Unit of
24-31ale sheep
OU UMMg
Siamese
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jU
currency
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29.-i'ruhibit
26- Pronoun
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23-City in
28
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-Reverence
Russia
29-71am•
25-Southwest.
217-Processioa
n ckname
ern Indian
46-Ordinance
30-Warbled
2611x/hilt
47-Pree of
31 -Place
39-Common.
27-Equality
43-Man's
32
-Measure
of
place
25,Ileverag•
nIcknam•
weight
40-Englne
29-Article of
49-Confederat•
33-Tratisgres,
furniture
41-:Moccasin
general
'Ion
3D-Part of
Jmbol for
51 -Behold!
"to Iste'
34-Unit
on
31 -Perspire
63-A state
35-Tear
4I
-Apportion
23-Conjunc lion
abbr.)
15- Vemale ruff
I
2 3 !a4
36-Klectrified
7 p4::::
9 10 :A
particle
fp14EN
.51'.
37-Aletal
11
112
:000,
9:92:13
14
fastener
33-Garment
15
7 I8
40-Males
0419
41 -Sheet of
:44.,
:
:3:
glass
En 20
21
Riti:22
42-gnalte
4,,g.:
43 -PrepoaltiOS
ill 24
44-Deface
at25
45-tirerk letter
48-Allow
27
Ng
28
47-Remembee
r.o-FeatIve
7.47-Leavie out
51-1111ez in
ISS.Omo
Wake
15-Bass
5i0Wati born*
38 39
al40
41
67-remale
sheep
42
*43
DOWN
•:•:' 46
m47
1 -Uncouth
46 ill
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.w;
person
3-Stray
Willi
4-1 ieb at
7.47111's name
I-French
article
.D7 I flhtSO lestur, Syndicate.
21

I

CO.

PL 3-4623

BUILT-UP ROOFING

Graham -Jackson

lb
raid Bonded it,ufers
LADY TO DO CLEANING 2 days
Murray Lbr. Co. or Klapp Roofing,
a week. See Mrs. Ralph Case or
PL 3-3234 Mayfield
phone PT, 3-9003.
m31c
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my sincere ap-

preciation for the vote of confidence
extended to me in last Tuesday's primary. I will continue to do my best for

ala .ilit:K:„.

the progress of the city.
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"No. He would have Caouz,-"it.'
I was silly, keeping it"
"You kept Ma clipping?"
"Yeah, 1 tucked it back fn- *11
side &Rd kept it. You'd thlia
it was money or somethirgi.
How silly can a girl get?"
"Do you still have It?"
She nodded. "I foret to
throw it out. It's In my a;tar:.ment."
"Where in your apartment?"
"In the bureau. thatop drawer
of the bureau in the 'tiedroodi.
1 have a tittle redwood cheat 1
call my treasure chest. 1 put it
In there. Mrs. Cline will let you
iri" She shook fax head. "I
hate to think what her opinion
of me must be."
"I'm sure it hasn't changed."
She raised her head and
looked at me levelly with soft,
bright eyes.
• • •
I LOST NO TIME in getting
to Ella's apartment, and the
landlady let nie In. I found the
clipping in the wallet,' where
Ella had said it would be.
It was a tired old clipping,
beginning to come apart at the
folds. As Ella had said, it
seemed to be a review of a
high-school play. Part of it. including the headline and byline,
was missing. The rest of it
said:
"Dorothy Drennan was her
usual charming self in the role
of ingenue. Claire Zanella and
Marguerite Wood were charming as the bride's-maids. Stephen Roche and tiilda Dotery performed excellently as the comic
servant couple and had the
laree audience of friends and
parents in stitches, as did
Frank Treco and Walter Van
Horn with their usual live-wire
antics.
--'"
"The surprise of the evening
was Harry Haines in the demanding role of Jack Treloar.
harry is a newcomer to local
high-school theatrics, and trnpressed us all with his talent
Also to be commended are
Sheila Wo-d and Mesa McNab,
who performed well in supporting roles. as did Jimmie Spence.
The play itself left something
to be desired in the writing department hilt our young Thespians made it an enjoyable eve- ning for all concerned."
The sentences about Harry
Ilanies had been imderliogeLta__
pencil For a boy of that name,
I thought Larry Gaines would
be a natural alias. 1 turned the
clipping over. The other side
carried a news-service story
Eisenhower's
Dwight
about
election to the Presidency, into
in the fall of 1962. I folded the
clipping carefully, replaced it
in th^ wallet, and dropped the
wallet in my jacket pocket

"Abundant Living"

Mg

ROSS MACDONAIITS beses.91/er m rier

CHAPTER 14
"What she said"
ARRY GAINES told me he
"1 didn't know you ever
1-'always wanted to be an ac- talked to tier. How often did you
tor." Ella Barker said. "I guess see her?"
-Only the once—the time I
he'd make e good one."
tier tone WWI sardonic. She told you about 1 remember exwas finding her armor, harden- actly what she said: 'You Little
ing her personality against life tomcat'—talking to Larry —
'have you been playing games
In Jail.
behind my back?' She said. 'I'm
"Why do you say that'!"
nut flattered by your choice of
"Look now tie took me In. a.-choice of a substitute, someThe great lover When he gave thing like that"
me that diamond ring, that
A slow blush mounted from
watch, I thought fled bought
Ella's neck to her chccht.s. It
• them for me. Honest."
softened her mouth, and then
"I believe you."
her eyes. She said in an un"Nob's:), else around here steady voice: -1 made a fool of
does. Even the other girls think myself with that Gaines, didn't
1M holding out They keep ask- 17"
ing me questions alx..ut,learry.
"Everybody's entitled /to one
like 1 was really close to rum.
big mistake. You could bave
and knew all about him. 1 tleen
come out of it worse."
asked so many questions.
"Yeah. if he really had marhead spina. I wake up in
middle of the night, and near ried me. 1 see that now."
"Did be ever give you presvoices aaeing me questions. I'm
going to go nuts if I don t get ents besides the watch and
the ring?"
out of here."
"If we can get our hands on
"No. He gave me flowers
Caine*. it's going to help you." once. One flower, a gardenia.
-Where Is he 7"
He said that it would oe our
"That's the question. It's why flower. That was the night ne
I'm bothering you again."
let me in on the big robbery
"You're not bothering me. It. plan.. Thank Heavens I didn't
nice to see a friendly fano, go for that, anyway."
somebody 1 can talk to. You're
"Do you have anything of
nice to me, Mr. Gunnarson. his? Clothes, for example, that
Don't think 1 don't appreciate he may have left with you?"
It" She gave me a dun smile.
"What do you think 1 am?
k
her first
He never took off his clothes in
"You should smile more often. my apartment!"
Your smile is your best fea"Sorry, 1 didn't mean anyture."
thing wrong, Miss Barker. I
It was a broad compliment, thought you might have Domebut not too broad for the oc- thing persona'. of his. Some
casion. She really smiled this keepsake."
4
time, an • dropped five years.
"Nu, all I had was the ring,
"Thank you, sir."
and 1 sold that. 1 forgot about
"Getting back to Gaines, if tho watch." She wrinkled up
you can bear to—did he talk her brow again_ "There's somemuch about acting?'
thing else 1 forgot, It doesn't
•
"No, just once or twice, lie have any value, though. It's
mentioned that he did some lust an old sharkskin wallet"
acting."
"Larry's wallet?"
"Where?"
"Yeah. I noticed one night
"I think in high school."
when 1 gave him my picture—
"Did he say where he went one of those wallet-sized picto high school? Think hard."
tures. 1 noticed that his wallet
Dutifully, she wrinkled up was all worn out. So 1 went
hii-• forehead. "No," she...sael downtown next day and bought
after a pause, "he never men- him a new one, an alligator waltioned that. He never told me let. It cost be twenty dollars,
• are.ethlng about his past life." with the tax 1 gave it to him
he talk about his next time 1 saw him, He liked
"Did
friends?"
it Ho took all his money and
"Just Broadman, lie thought Stuff out of the old one, and be
• Broadman was a slob."
was going to throw the old on•
"Did he ever say anything away. 1 wouldn't let him."
shred. 'Delors At pet rr gars?"
"Ilid he ir-7.1.1111 anything
"No. He never even took me the wallet?"
to the movies." She added bit"I don't think so. But wait
terly: "I guess he was saving a minute. There was a piece of
his money for the blonde."
paper in the back compartment
"What blonde do you mean?" —something cut out of a news•
"The one I caught him with, paper."
the one 1 said looked like Holly
"What newspaper?"
May 1 guess he was going with
"It didn't say. It was just r.
her all the time."
piece cut out of the middle of
"All what time?"
a page."
"When 1 thought he was my
"What was the piece about?"
boy-frtend, and maybe we'd get
"A show, some kind of a
married, and everything. It's show. I think it was a school
really her he was interested in, play."
prehl bly."
"Did yot ever oak Larry
"What makes you think so?" about it?"
--

- For -
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6:45 Mon.- Weds. - Fri.
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LADIES READY TO WEAR
Lattletons

TUNE IN WNBS

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ACROSS

WANTED

I Wanted To Buy

LOOK ALIKE—No, it's not Soviet Premier Nikita Kbruatichev
as a toddler, just 14-month-old Frank Bllek of Chicago, who,
his dad says, also likes to ham it up a bit, but really is a
ke likable fellow who never pounds desks with his shoe.

THE MURRAY DRIVE-IN Theatre will have their annual "FireFURNISHED APARTMENT. Priworks" display, Tuesday, May 30, vate
entrance and bath. Phone
1961. On the screen "The Last PLaza
3-3300.
ltp

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I.

TwiN

FIRST QUALITY SPINET Piano
available to responsible local person capable of assuming small
payments. Write credit dept., Joplin Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.
j2c

MONUMENTS—MURRAY Marble
and Granite Works, builders of
fine memorials for over half century. Porter White, Manager. Dial
PL 3-2512.
junel5c

THREE SPEED RECORD Player,
$25. Electric sewing machine, mahogany finish, nice, $75. Almost
HARDWARE STORES
new gas range, $85. 12 cubic foot
Frigidaire Refrigerator, $80. Large
Douglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main
RESTAURANTS
A
Southside Restaurant
PL $-3892 upright freezer, very good condition, $125. Large oak office desk,
$20. 302 South 6th.
Starks Hdw,
ltc
PL 3-1227
SERVICE STATIONS
BEDROOM SUIT IN Good CLEAN COTTON RAGS. No butjlp tons, no zippers, no overalls, and
Walston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810 condition. Call PL 3-4990.
INSURANCE
etc.. please Ledger & Times.
Frazee, Melugin Sr Holton
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
1959 RAMBLER 4-DOOR 6 cylGen. Insurance .... PL 3-3415
inder with overdrive. 1959 ChevAND SERVICE
rolet Bel Aire 6-cylinder, straight
Ledger & Tunes .... PL 2-1916
JEWELRY
shift. 2 1959 Larks, straight shift ENOUGH TOBACCO PLANTS to
and automatic. Lampkins Motor set one and one-half acres. Phone
TV SALES & SERVICE
Firches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835
Sales.
Itc PLaza 3-4770 after 5:00 p.m., Kynois McClure,
1 tp
Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. . PL 3-5151
PL 3-1918

Voyage," Tuesday, May 30th only.
M30c

NOTICE

LADIES TO DO TELEPHONE
survey work from home or local
office and be free to work 4-6
hours daily. $1 per hour plus
bonus. Write Box 324, Murray,
Kentucky,
jlc

PRINTING

Ledger & Times

time In his long
Rooney uses a
as he dons plashilarious porin "The Private
k Eve,” in Spec.
Van Doren and
ire seen in the
tows today and
arsity Theatr

PAGE THREE

lila

.0 •

-Charles Mason Baker

NOTES, NOTES—Adolf Eichmann is busy with his Writing materials as a former
Slovak Jewish leader tells
the court in Jerusalem that
the Nimbi in 1943 said they
would consider stopping deportation of Jews for a payment of two to three million •
dollars. Arm of guard can be '
k seen beyond. (RadsoPhoto).
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DAY
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AUNT FRITZ!
SAYS IT'LL,
TAKE THE
WAVE OUT
OF ONE'S
HAIR

LOOK AT
THAT
LION

fte.
.
Carr 1941 by Unwed Pees,..-•
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SHECKS.f- IT

DIDN'T

WHUT
TINY?

by Al a•PP

ttBP

(A pITCHER OFA SARTIN GAL!!
WHY BOTI-IFR wurA PITC1•17.3,
WHEN THARS A REAL GAL
HERE,IN GORGEOUS COLOR,
AN'THROEZIN'WIF LIFE?

••

C

AIM AN' SLATS

vilS
k

•

idiatsimhimiiiinds
:
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by Raebum Van Duran
WITH FLYING
COLORS, DAD:

SO YOU'RE FINALLY GETTING
i#11f7HED, EH, SON? WELL,
YOUR INTENDED
PASS THE ACID
'TEST "?

up

BETTER COME
Willi ME, ALL
OF YOU.
1

TAKIN' TIAdf Oi F
'SMACK IN The /11:0OU
0'A WCRION'DAY.
YOUR OLD MAN'S SCP.E
GOT A LOT 0'PULL
AROUND HERE,

JOSH

Gonenoion is going to lose
the friendship and help of a
police lietitenant. The story
continues here tomorrow.
-••

_

••
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.•
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•

•
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•

•

•
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'Fall ...

a.

...NtAr t20;
BABY SEE—BABY DO

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledge

(Continued from Page 1)

r & Times File

CHICAGO RD — Sixty-seven
per cent of children under 5 who
were poisoned by taking excessive
doses of medicine did so becaule
they watched their parents takillk
pills, the American Academy of
Pediatrics reports.

401006
4

Hal Shipley, son of \I r. and Mrs. E. D. Shiple
Association. held May 22nd. Also
y, won
present for this meeting was Ed- the public speaking contest last week in a region
al Frk
ward Prince, regional representa- Apeech meet. The-winning of this contes
t %%AI make hill'
tive for the New York office of eligible to enter the
state contest which xx ill be held in
Civic Music Association.
Itariliiisburg June IT.
The local association will be
"Proper parent education is the
Mrs. Lenora Johnson died Yesterday after
an
conducting its' third drive for of
preventive, a nd parents should
ninet
een
days
at
her
home sit, Murray route two. She
members after two successful seaswallow their pills out of sight
Is survived by her husband,
F.. G. Johnson,_ and one
sons which have brought to Murof their children," Dr. Alfred J. R.
tay such outstanding artists of the 4 11111)4liter. Mrs. Ernest Underwood.
Loumans warned.
(Continued from Page 1)
Monday, May 29
Hee. Kuria Mathis has accepted
for an important business session.
concert stage, television, and the
I he pastorate of the
The Executive Board of the
• • • .•
Metroplitan stage as Walter Haut- North Pleasant Ilrave rintliberland Presby
In. his annual -Report of Proterian Chilrell.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
lie
is
zig,
pianist.
attend
Blanch
ailee
e Thebom, Metofficer for Marshall County and pashir
TUesday. May 30th
gress" President Woods reviewed
at the clubhouse at 12:30 p.m.
ropolitan Opera star, Ferante and of Ike t•nity Church.
The Calloway County Country the vast developments of the phyTichener, duo-piano team, The
J. 'W. "Will" Hutchens died Satur
Club will have a catered picnic sical plant now underway and said
day o
at
Theatre Men, vocal ensemble, the the Murray Hospit
al following several weeks illness. Mr.'
supper at 6 p.m. Reservations that more Murray State students
St. Louis Sinfonetta Orchestra, Hutchens
must be made by noon on Monday, ere giving attention to learning
operates! a barbecue stand in
Martha Lipton. Metropolitan Opera
Benton id one
tittle. lie is siirviVed by his wife,
May 22, by signing the bulletin opportunities than ever before.
star, who is now head of the voice
and one snit, Hilbert
board at the club.
In answer to critics of public
Hutch
ens
lot'
Gulde
n
Pond.
department at the University of
education, Dr. Woods quoted from
PRESENTS "DOCTRINE" — In
Indiana.
a study made by the Institute of
The one week drive is the only
a serious, personally delivered
Brewer. 20, of Mercer County,
To help egg whites hold their Higher Education, Columbia Uniopportunity for music lovers of
message to a joint session of
Kentucky's "grassroots ambassafoam, add a little lemon juice or versity: "...the facts in this study
Murray and surrounding territory
dor" to France, leaves for Euthe Congress, President Kencream of tartar before beating.
suggest that those who continue
to become members of the Niue
rope this week. A junior at Westnedy unfolds his "Freedom Docto search for the shortcomings in
ray Civic Association as no tickets
ern Kentucky State College and
our
educati
trine" calling for heavy, new
onal
system
exclusi
ve- are sold at the performances.
Mail Us A Roll Of
Packing shirts? Lay them faceIt
4-H Club members, she is Kenfederal spending. The plan inFilm To Develop
;o-face with the collars at oppo- ly, or even primarily, in the ex- is only by this one week of contucky's International Farm Youth
cessive emphasis in schools of
And Print At The -ite ends.
cludes a 5-year, e7-99-billion
By
United
Press
certed
Protect
effort
Interna
that
the
the organization
tional
collars by education on 'metho
Exchange IFYE de'egate this
Prices Mentioned
ds' courses
RICHMOND iUNI — Dr. Duke K.
drive to seize the space lead
can make plans for the ensuing
Below. When Wd filling the necks with handker- in the limited liberal educationand
year.
of season.
McCall, president of the Southern
and put an American on the
Return Your Pic- sirnefs.
our teachers will be using a ficaptist Theological Seminary, LouMembership in the Murray Civic ,
tures You Will
moon by 1970.
GEORG
ETOWN
tion to come to grips with a reali,
Ky. IUD — Tony
Reeekie A New Ron Of Film
Music Association entitles the mem- sviTle, said Sunday that the jet Raisor, princip
ty. This exercise will not only
al of Scott County
Wednesday, May 31
Absolutely FREE Of Charge.
age
has
made
the world too small High School
ber to attend concerts in the neighfor six years, §ubThe Ladies Day luncheon will be unredwarding. but in terms boring towns of
WAIAIOS SIM WOW
Mayfield, Paris, for "little men with little minds." mitted his resignation during
be held at the Calloway County of our urgent material need for and Martin,
the
McCall
--spoke
to 457 candidates weeken
Tennes
see,
thereby
d, effective June 30. Raisor
!Country Club at 12 noon with teachers and a strengthened pro- giving everyo
ne an opportunity to for degrees at the Eastern State said he has been named
district
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Mrs. A. H. Kopperud as chairman gram of elementary 3nd secondary see a full season
College baccalaureate service.
of
and relax, visit with your frIAIC
diversi
fied
manager of the State Farm Inrf the hostesses. Please make education, it will also be a dis- artists, ranging from
opera
popto
Open
suranc
6:30
e
Co.,
Start
with
ends
headqua
7:15
and neighbors, chances
rters
at
bridge reservations v.-7:h Mrs. Hu- service to our country."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. a'Pt — Jef- Somers
ular Broadway show tunes. from
et.
Alumni Secretary M. 0. Wraare some or them will be here.
go Wilson or Mrs. Don Robinson.
_sit
instrumental stars to vocal stars ferson County Patrolman Charles
I.
:
\
TOM
11:
ther presented Alumni Scholar• • • • •
I T. Phillips, 41, was ordered susto dance groups.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
ships to Judy Lee Roberts. Clint* LOTS OF WASHERS
pended from the county pol.re
Jerry Lewis In
Mr.
Hart,
also,
announ
ces the
By United Press International
LOUISVILLE, Ky. UPI — Mrs. on: Michael Morgan. Benton: and
'force
*
Sunday
PLENTY OF DRYERS
after
"CIN
followi
his
car
DERF
ng
commit
ELLA
tee
struck
"
chairman for
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1P1— The
Myrtle Coons Downing, widow of Kenneth Kell, Paducah.
a utility pole. Lt. Russell McAdny. BARRELS OF HOT
the fall campaign:
advanc
ed
forecas
John Downing, former executive
ts
for
Officers of the Alumni Associathe
fiveTomortit(lw NITE
Mrs. Howard Olila. Membership iel said Phillips told him he had
SOFT WATER
day period. Tuesday through Setvice president of Standard 0,1 tion for next year were also inChairman, Richard Farrell, Con- been driving 55 miss per hour urday, prepared
by
Co. of Kentucky. cl,ed at noon stalled at the banquet. The new cert
Presenting
the
U.
S. Weain
MURR
a
AY'S ORIGINAL
35-milo
-per-ho
Chairm
ur
zone.
an, Mrs. Charles Clark
ther Bureau:
Friday at a LoLiisville hospital. officers are: J. D. Rayburn. presiOur
Coin Operated Laundrette
Temperatures for the next five
She was the daughter of Samuel dent. and Lindsey M. Freeman. Organizational Chairman, Russel
ANNUAL
LOUISVILLE. Ky.
Johnson. Publicity Chairman, Jack
•
— More days will average near the
Warwick Coons, •-onfPfat I press ear. -iprosident,
Kenthan 60,000 Roman Catholics are
Winter, Prissjaect ettairlitS1t.
tucky
normal
dent and chairman of the board
extremes 81 and 59
New class representatives are:
schedul
ed
to
participate in the degrees.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry is secretary
MAIL ORVIRS TO
of Standard Oil of Kentucky.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Class of 1926;
14°.
and Mrs. James Rudy Allbrittenais 35th annual Corpus Christi pro4ilY
j
%
:*
M
.
SRY
Moderately cool Tuesday and
JENKOLOR—BOX 212
Carmon M. Graham. 1927; Mrs. treasur
cession
at Churchill Downs next Thursd
er of the local association.
ay and mildly warm for
207_ so, lilt__ Ph. PL 3-9181
Lucille Sisk Fraser, 1929. Mrs.
HOPKINSIIILLE, KY.
Sunday. Archbishop John A. Flothe retnaindet of the period. ToSusie Humphreys Beale. 1929; Hugh
We Are Also 8 Pickup Station
ersh, of the Louisville Diocese, will tal
film Mailer Invoices*
rainfall will average one-half
— On The Screen —
May, HEW Connd L. Smith, 1937:
be the celebrant, assisted by 12
Fres Oa Request
-to
one inch, with scattered showHugh Hawthorne Wallis. 1938:
For
newly ordained priests.
ers and thundershowers most likeLyle L Putnam. 1939: 0. J. Ally about Wednesday and Friday,
len. 1941: Mrs. Jean Hicks Tucker,
LEXINGTON, Ky. ,UPP — Janet possibl
y Saturday.
1943.
(Continued from Page 1)
THE BEST IN DRY CLEANING/
Mrs. Rella Gibbs Jenkins, 1945:
Same Prices and Specials as at
Mrs. Louise Herron Allen, 1947;
L G. Tubbs. 1951: Robert Heath,
the 4th Street Store!
1953: Chesley W. Hallowrnan, Jr., I be crowded." Pyle warned. "Don't
1955. Odell Walker. 1957: Miss let carelessness get you into a
Barbara O'Nan Hart. 1950, and traffic accident. Take extra care
Kenneth Patrick McNeely. 1901
to meet this extra danger and
James H. Phillips. principal of expect to arrive late but safe."
Hickman County High School. inThe National Safety Council estroduced members of the Class timated 100 persons would be killof 1936. which was observing its ed in traffic during the 30-hour
25-ear reurson a: the banquet. "official" holiday period from 6
p.m. (local time) today to midnight Tuesday.
The estimate, together with the
toll for an average three-day May
weekend, added up to a possible
(Continued from Page 1)
413 traffic fatalities during the
informed she as going to lonta four days.
State Hospital today
Record 371 Deaths
Meanwhile, the trial of Gordon
With Memorial Day a n d its
Watson. her lover and her hus- frantic dawn-to-midnig
ht jaunts
band's business partner, went on along "famili
ar" neighborhood
the
witness
stand.
streets still to come, the highway
We clean so thoroughly that
Rashid said he agreed to John- toll ran well ahead
of safety excolors sparkle, so expertly
son's request that Mrs. Lassiter t*rts' project
ions.
that whites are brich't. We
be permitted to remain in Jennings Memorial Hospital here for
During a three-day Memorial
have the cleaning methods,
at least a few more days in view Day holiday last year. 367 persons
fabric conditioners and
of her condition.
died in traffic.
professional equipment to
Rashid's announcement came aftThe three-day Memorial Day
er Joseph W Louisell, Mrs. Lackeep your cottons looking
siter's attorney, had asked the weekend in 1958 set the nation's
brand new, cleaning after
Supreme Court to delay her re- all-time record-371 traffic deaths
cleaning Even the most
moval to Ionia Louisell had asked —for the May holiday.
the high court for a hearing at
painstaking home
10 a. m. today
laundsring can't
Loutsell argued her commitment
match our
to Ionia should be postponed on
Sanitone Cotton
grounds that some 30 other patients were in line ahead of her
Clinic care.
for admission to the state hospi(Continued from Page 1)
'ry our
tal. and because he feared her
SCTNKC,..—
transfer would cause a more serious mental condition.
today.
same as last year. six counties
Rashid ordered Mrs. Lassiter have
slight increases, and paynrets
excused from trial at this time
to 27 counties are smaller. Sales of
Time is running out on our electric clothes dryer cash bonus
after she twice collapsed in court
surplus reservoir land account for
offer. During
and a panel of psychiatrists ruled
most of the county payment reshe was unable to participate in
this
offer,
you
get a $15 cash bonus just for buying and installing an
ductions, only two of which exher own defense The ex-model
electric
ceed MOO.
and Watson are charged with conclothes
dryer.
All
you
have to do is bring your bill of sale to our office. You
spiring with threii hired killers to
Payments to state governments.
get
murder her husband. He was slain except Georgia, represent 5
percent
$1-5 on the spot. But you'll have to hurry. This offer will
in April. 1959.
of gross power revenues apporend Saturday,
Watson's trial continued without tioned to each state, less
the reMrs Lassiter and the state wound placement of former
December 10. Don't let this wonderful money saving
ad valorem
offer pass you by.
up its case Saturday.
taxes paid directly to the counties.
The percentage of gross pbwer
electri
c
The state sought to prove that
clothes dryer and end washday weather worry.
Remember, the
Watson and Mrs. Lassiter planned revenues is apportioned among the
states as follows' One half on the
the slaying of Lassiter so they
.sun
shines
every
day, when you own an electric clothes dryer.
could continue an illicit romance basis of the ratio_gf TVA power
revenues attributable to each state
oo ...
and claim his fortune.
I
to total power revenues, and one
iat 117 redo of
Roy Hicks, Richard Jones and book value of TVA power property
('harles Nash, confessed the slay- within each state to total hook
ing and are serving life terms value of the power property.
for second degree murder.
The 1961 payments to state g-iivThey accused Watson and Mrs. ernments are 9165.756 more than
i - .."1"'•
, .•
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,Lassiter of hiring them to kill the payment last year as a re,
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‘'
sult
of the continued increase of
Lassiter, but all three refused to
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